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The dissemination of a unit of information from one fixed point to all the other points of a 
graph using its edges as “channels” is called broadcasting. The number of steps which such a pro- 
cess takes is an important parameter of its quality. In this paper this concept and the arising ex- 
tremal broadcasting problems on graphs and on trees are formalized in close analogy to the 
well-known telephone problems. Most of the stated problems can be solved easily using known 
results. The question remains: how many steps do we need to broadcast the information of any 
point of a suitable tree on n vertices? Using our results, this number can be computed for any 
fixed n. Furthermore we give estimations describing the asymptotic behavior. 
1. Introduction 
A network of channels for conveying information between  participants can be 
represented by an undirected, simple graph on n points. The question of the quality 
of information exchanges in such networks is connected with a number of struc- 
tural, algorithmical and extremal problems. Results for two large classes of pro- 
blems can be found in the literature. These classes differ in the task which the 
information exchanges considered have to fulfill. 
(1) Telephone problems. Every point (participant) has exactly one unit of infor- 
mation, which is known to none of the other points. After the information exchange 
every point should know every unit of information. 
(2) Broadcasting problems. Only one point has a unit of information, and the in- 
formation exchange has to ensure that every other point will get it. 
Detailed explanations and further references concerning telephone problems can 
be found in [l]. The most important results are due to Tijdeman in 1971; Hajnal, 
Milner and Szemeredi n 1972; Baker and Shostak in 1972; Knodel in 1975; 
Kleitman and Shearer in 1980 and Bumby in 1981. 
Several variations of broadcasting problems have been considered (see [2-7, 
13-151). These authors investigated algorithms for disseminating one unit of infor- 
mation, and they described graphs (networks) minimal with respect o the existence 
of information exchanges having minimal values for special parameters. 
In this paper we calculate the extremal values of an important parameter of every 
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information exchange. This parameter, which can be interpreted as the time of the 
exchange, has been investigated in detail for the telephone problems, and it has been 
used in all the papers on broadcasting problems, too. In Section 2 some notation 
is given and the problem is formulated. Section 3 contains the results which can be 
easily derived from well-known facts. In Section 4 we prove the main new result, 
and we give estimations in Section 5. 
2. The problem 
The following notation and terms are used in close analogy to those of the 
telephone problem in [ 11. 
Let G=( V,E) be a simple, undirected graph. As usual, V and E denote the set 
of vertices (points) and the set of edges, respectively. We consider multilabelings of 
the edges with natural numbers, i.e. mappings v, : E-r 2”, where 2 denotes the set 
of all finite subsets of the set of all positive integers. A call is a pair (e, t) with eE E, 
f E co(e). 
In this model the points are the participants and the edges are the channels which 
they can use to communicate. The exchange of information goes step by step. If a 
call ((x,u},t) takes place, then x and y exchange all the information they know 
during the tth step. 
Obviously a point WE Scan get a piece of information from a point o E Vduring 
(D, iff there is a (u, w)-path el,e2, . . . . er in G with numbers tie cp(ei) and t, < 
tz-== --a ct,.. Such a (u, w)-path is called p-monotonic. 
As already mentioned we consider the following situation: an arbitrarily fixed 
point u E I/ knows a unit of information which has to be broadcast o all the other 
points. An exchange of information realizing that should not contain redundant 
calls between the participants, but on the other hand every point can communicate 
with at most one other point in every step. Formalizing these ideas we define a 
multilabeling (p : E + 2hJ to be v-complete for any fixed point u E V, iff the follow- 
ing conditions hold: 
(1) For any adjacent edges e,e’ E E, q(e) fl q(e’) = 0. 
(2) For any point WE V, w#o there is a p-monotonic (0, w)-path. Such a 
multilabeling is called minimally o-complete if in addition it satisfies: 
(3) For any call (e,t) the multilabeling (p’ defined by 
I- &e’) 
“(e’) ‘= l_ q(e) \ {t> 
if e’ # e, 
if e’= e 
does not satisfy condition (2). 
Condition (3) means that no number at any edge can be omitted without dis- 
turbing the u-completeness. 
It is easy to see that minimally o-complete multilabelings always exist on con- 
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netted graphs. For the sake of brevity we shall give here only a very simple 
algorithm, which eventually yields “bad” minimally u-complete multilabelings: 
choose a point WE Valready knowing u’s information, and carry out a series of con- 
secutive tails between w and each of its neighbors which still does not know the in- 
formation (if there are such neighbors). Then choose the next WE I/and so on. The 
first step can be done with w= u, and by connectivity each other point XE V is 
reached. 
In the following we assume that G = (V,E) is a connected graph on n points (n 2 1) 
and cp is a minimally u-complete multilabeling on G for any fixed DE V. 
Two important parameters measure the quality of the information exchange: 
the number of calls L(G,q) := .FE [q(e)/, 
and the “time” of the whole process, that is, 
the number of steps T(G,(p) := ellEq(e) . 
I I 
Because of condition (3), in each call some point, which previously did not know 
the information of o, must get that information. But the information cannot be new 
for both participants. Hence every minimally o-complete multilabeling contains ex- 
actly n - I calls and thus there are no extremal problems concerning L. 
So we should deal with ‘in this paper. We restrict ourselves to the best minimally 
u-complete multilabelings with respect o the parameter T and use the following 
definition, originally due to Farley et al. (see [6]): 
The broadcasting-number of IJ in G is BT(G, II):= min T(G, p), where the 
minimum is extended over all minimally u-complete multilabelings p on G. Of 
course it would be very interesting to find an algorithm realizing BT(G,u), i.e. a 
minimally u-complete multilabeling (p with T(G, (p) = BT(G, u). (The algorithm given 
above is very far from this, and “bad” in this sense!) But in the present paper we 
consider extremal problems, and do not pay attention to the algorithmical aspect. 
Furthermore we define 
m(G) := y$; BT(G, u) and ET(G) := yj; BT(G, u) 
to be the upper and lower broadcasting-number of G, respsctively. The pcpers refer- 
red to at the end contain results concerning these or similar functions. 
Now let X be the set G(n) of all connected, undirected, simple graphs on n points 
or the set T(n) of all trees on n points. Then we are interested in 
-- 
BT,(X) := r$;BJ(G), BTz(X) := rnn; BT(G), 
-- 
BT,(X) := rf; B(G), BT4(X) := F:; BT(G). 
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3. Application of well-known results 
The case .Y=G(n) can be solved compietely: 
Theorem 3.1. 
BTJG(n)) = 
[log* n1 for i = 1,2, 
n-l fOi i=3,4. 
Proof. Let G = ( V, E) E G(n) and o E V be given arbitrarily. Because the number of 
points which already know the information of u at most doubles in one step, we 
have the well-known and often used fact 
BT(G, v) 2 [log, nl. 
By the definition of L and Tit follows that for any minimally o-complete multilabel- 
ing v, on G, 
T(G,~)IL(G,(D)=~-1, i.e. BT(G,v)s~I-1. 
Therefore we have proved 
rlogz ni 5 BTAGM)) I n-l for i = 1,2,3,4. 
We shall now prove inequality in the opposite direction. Let G be the star S,, E G(n) 
(see Fig. !). For any minimally u-complete multilabeling IU on S,, it follows that 
7(S,,, I+Y) =L(S,, I+Y) = n - 1 because of condition (I). Hence 
BTi(G(n)) 1 BT($) = BT(S,,) = n - I - for i = 3,4. 
It has already been shown in [6] that on the complete graph K, the information of 
every point can be disseminated in rlog2nl steps. Hence 
BTi(G(n)) I BT(K,,) = BT(K,) = [log, n1 for i = 1,2. Cl - 
The results for i = 2 and i = 4 are contained in [3]. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can 
also be used for the case X= T((n), if in its last step a minimum broadcast ree T 
is considered instead cf K,,. By the definition in [6], this is a rooted tree on n 
points, where the broadcasting number of the root equals rlog, n1. (We will get a 
method to construct such trees in the next section-see Remark 4.2!) But then we 
2 
S” ” >I< 3 1 
n-l 4 . . .: 
Fig. 1. 
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only have BT(T) = [log, n1, and the problem remains open for i= 2. Hence we 
have the following theorem. 
Theowm 3.2. 
BT,( T(n)) = 
[log, n1 for i = 1, 
n-1 for i= 3,4. 
We give an upper bound for BT,(T(n)) using results of [12]: There a so-called “nor- 
mal” tree T has been constructed together with a multilabeling with 2rlog2 nl - 1 
steps, which is u-complete for each point u of T. Thus 
rlogzl I BTI( Z(n)) I i%(T) .S 2rlog, nl - 1. 
Remark 3.3. “Normal” trees defined in [12] are minimum broadcast trees as defin- 
ed in [6]. We will use the second term only. 
4. Solution of an inverse problem 
We look for the smallest number of steps which is sufficient to disseminate the 
information of any point to the other n - 1 points, where the underlying network 
is a suitable tree. 
Let us consider the “inverse” problem: Let ?,de \bJ with ds t be given; we are 
looking for 
w(t,d) := max{nE Ihl: ATE T(n) with diam(T) = d, BT(T) I t}. 
‘1 he question is: among all trees of diameter d on which the information of any point 
can be disseminatpd in at most P steps, what is the maximum number of points? 
After answering that we can get the solution of the original problem by using 
BT*(T(n)) = min{tE R\l: tna; w(t,d) 1 n>, 
c 
i.e. the solution is the smallest number t of steps, such that a tree exists with any 
diameter d and no less than n points, on which the information of any point can 
be broadcast in no more than t steps. 
We start with a very helpful lemma. For natural numbers qls let z&q) be the 
maximal number of points with the following property: there exist a tree T= (V,E), 
a point u E V and a minimally u-complete multilabeling (p on T, such that z&q) 
points will have learned the information of o after s steps on q-monotonic paths 
which are no longer than q. Thus z&q) is the greatest number of points which can 
be provided with information in s steps along paths no longer than q. 
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Lemma 4.1. 
Proof. Let a tree T= ( V, E), a point u E Vand a minimally u-complete multilabeling 
v, on T with T(T, q) = s be given arbitrarily. For every w E V, wf u, there is exactly 
one q-monotonic (0, w)-path because of the conditions (l)-(3), and thus we can 
assign to wa subset A(w)cS={1,2,..., s> , where j E A (w) if and only if one edge 
of the q-monotonic (0, w)-path is numbered with j. If we assign 0 to u itself, then 
this mapping is defined on all of V and the image is contained in the power set of 
S. Obviously it is injective. But z&q) exactly counts those w for which IA(w)1 % q. 
Using the well-known results on the number of r-element subsets of an s-element 
set we have 
z(s,q)s f s 0 . r=~ r 
We can prove that this upper bound is strong by defining 
the set of all subsets with at most q elements, by setting 
V:= (A: A c S, IAl s(7) 
E := ({A,A \ { maxA}}: A E V\ (0}>, 
numbered by 
wJ{AA \ {maxA))) := {maxA}, 
a tree T(.s,q)=(V,E) on 
where max A denotes the greatest element of the nonempty set A. We have 
‘v’=jo(:) and [El = IVI-1, 
because very vertex A #0 is joined with exactly one vertex (set) containing fewer 
elements. 
If/l={+..., ar} with 1 (a, <a,< a-- <a+s, rsq, then the information of 0 is 
conveyed to A by the VS.,-monotonic (O,A)-path 
0s {a,; -2 (a,,az} * 
4 
--- - (a1,a2, . . . . arl =A. 
Hence K,~ is O-complete and the assertion is proved. 0 
Figure 2 shows the example s= 3, q=2. 
Remark 4.2. (1) Obviously the same result holds if any s steps ’ + 1, S’ + 2, . . . , s’ f s 
instead of 1,2,. eI ,s are considered. 
(2) Now we are able to construct minimum broadcast trees on n points as subtrees 
of T(s, s) with s = [log2 nl . The point 0 of T(s, s) is the root of the minimum brcad- 
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Fig. 2. T(3,2). 
cast tree, because the multilabeling arising from the above construction disseminates 
its information in s = [log2 n1 steps to all the other points. This property was need- 
ed for the proof of our Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
For the calculation of w(t,d), we distinguish between odd and even diameter d. 
The case t = 1 is trivial and we exclude it. 
Theorem 4.3. For t 22 and 1 <p I +(t + l), 
P-1 t-p 
w(t,2p-1) = 2 c 
r=O ( > r * 
Proof. Let T= (V, E) E T(n) with diam( T) = 2p - 1 and BT( T) I t be given. Further- 
more let 
x0--xl - *** -xp_, -xp- .a. -xzp_ 1 
be a diameter of T. We denote the components of (K:E\ { {x~_~,x~}}) by 7;= 
(vi, EJ, such that Xi E i$ (i =p - 1,~). Let us consider now any minimally x0-complete 
multilabeling of T. xp learns the information of x0 no earlier than during the pth 
step. Hence this information has to be broadcasted in Tp during the t-p steps 
p+ 1, p+2, . . . . t on paths no longer than p - 1, i.e. 1 VP1 ~.z(t -p,p- 1). 
Considering any minimally ~~~_,-complete multilabeling we get the same result 
for VP_,, i.e. 1 VI 12z(t-p,p-1). 
An example proving inequality in the opposite direction can be constructed choos- 
ing as Tp_ 1 and Tp isomorphic copies of T(t -p,p - 1) with the roots xp_ 1 and xp, 
respectively. Applying Lemma 4.1 completes this proof. q 
If d is even the situation is much more complicated. We illustrate the proof of the 
following lemma in Figs. 3 and 4, where the notation is that of the proof. In our 
example, t = 6 and d = 4, i.e. p = 2. 
Lemma 4.4. For tz 2 and 1 sps t/2, 
k-l 
w(t,2p) = max 2z(t-p-k+i,p-l)+ C z(t-p-k+i,p-1) . 
2sksf-2p+2 i=l > 
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Fig. 3. T(2,l) (left) and T(3,l) (right). 
Proof. Let T= (V,E) E T(n) with diam(T) = 2p and m(T)5 t be given. Further- 
more let x,, be the midpoint of a diameter of T, i.e. its pth point, if one starts coun- 
ting ZI an end. Then there are neighbors x1,x2, .. ..x. (kz2) of x0, for which a path 
of Length p in T exists starting at x0 with the edge ei:= {Xo,Xi} and containing only 
different points. Let xk+,, .. . . x,,? be the remaining neighbors of x0 and again 
ei:= (Xo,xi} for these i. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 4.3 we define 
T= (V;-,Ei) to be the component of (V,E’\ (Pi>) which contains Xi (i= 1, . . ..m). and 
T, = ( Vo, E,) denotes the component of ( V, E \ (e,, . . . , e,J) containing x0. Finally let 
ti:=BT(q,Xi) (i= 1, . . . . k). We may assume without loss of generality that tl I ti for 
all i. 
By the definition of xl, there is a point DE V, which has the distance p from x0. 
We consider any minimally u-complete multilabeling q~ of T. x0 learns the informa- 
tion of u no earlier than during the pth step. Let this information be conveyed from 
~0 into T during the call ({Xo,Xi),Qi) (i= 2, . . . , m). Hence we have p + 1 I a; s t. Fur- 
thermore, all ai are distinct because of condition (I), and so it follows ‘that MS 
t-p+l. 
In 7; there are still available the t -ai steps ai+ 1, . . . , t and paths no longer than 
p-l or p-2 for i=2,...,k or i=k+l,...,m, respectively. Thus we have 
111 
C I Kl ~i~2z(t-ai,P-l)+i=~+, Z(t-ai,P-2). 
i=2 
I 3=a2 
Fig.4. 
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Among a2, .. . , ok an aj certainly exists with aj 2p + k- 1. This implies p - 1 I 
t,ItjIt-ajIt-(p+k-l), i.e. 
t, It-p-k+1 and kr t-2p+2. 
Hence we have 
m 111 
11’1 = hCI 161 I 1+z(~-p-k+l,p-1)+i~21Vil. 
Because of the monotonicity of z(s$,in s we have 
z(~‘,p-i)+~(~,p-2)rz(s,p-i)+z(s’,~-2) for ws’>s, 
and thus this upper bound of I VI will be maximal if a2, . . . , ak are as small as possi- 
ble, i.e. ai=p-l+i (i=2 ,..., k and i=k+l,..., m), because the order of the ai 
among a2, . . ..ak and ak+r, ...) a,,, is not important. Therefore we have 
and 
f [VI 5j=f+*z(?-P+l-LP-2) 
i=k+l 
t-p-k 
= j;. zGP-2) 
=5; 3ik (‘r> 
=:g ygk [ (g-(,:1)] 
p-2 t-p-k+1 
= 
z( r=O r+l > 
= 
> 
-1 
=z(t-p-k+l,p-1)-l, 
(One can also get this estimation by considering x0 and vk+r, .. . , V, as being col- 
lected into V,. Then the dissemination of information of o starts in V. with the 
@ + k)th step, and there are paths no longer than p - 1.) 
Altogether we have 
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or 
k-l 
IVJ 52z(t-p-k+l,p-1)+ c z(t-p-k+i,p-1). 
i=I 
If one chooses To and T isomorphic to T(t-p- k+ l,p- l) with the roots x0 and 
xl and 7; isomorphic to T(t-p-i+l,p-1) with the root xi for i=2,...,k, then 
equality holds. In this case we proceed as follows: For an arbitrarily fixed u E V its 
information is at first conveyed to x0 and after that from x0 successively into the 
largest subtree rr;: which does not yet know the information. From the properties of 
T(s, q) it can be easily seen that this algorithm provides every point with the informa- 
tion of o within c steps. 
In the course of the proof we found that we must have 21 ks t-2p+2. El 
Note that in our example 
r, = q = T(2,l); r, = T(3,l); 7j = T(2,l). 
Figure 4 shows a tree T composed of subtrees from Fig. 3 and a multilabeling which 
is minimally complete for the point YE V,. We have TE T(139, and we should 
remark that there is no tree of even diameter with more than 13 points on which 
the information of every point can be disseminated in no more than 6 steps. 
To simplify the formula of Lemma 4.4 we should investigate the sequence 
k-l 
o(r,p;k) :=2z(t-p-k+l,p-l)+ c z(1-p-k+i,p--19, 
i= I 
where t and p are fixed numbers with rr2, 1 ~ps+t, and k=2, . . . . t-2p+2. For 
pr2, k=2,..., t-2p+ 1 we get 
o(t,p;k+l)-o(t,p;k)= ( ‘-pc;k)-;z:( ‘-;-“) 
by applying Lemma 4.1 and the usual calculating rules for binomial coefficients. 
Since t-p - k>p - 1, this difference is a function 
where a? b? 1 and b is fixed. This function has been considered in [lo, 111. Here 
we use the important result that there is a number C(b) such that f(a, b)rO iff 
a I C(b), namely 
c 
1 for b = 1, 
C(b) = 3b-3 for 2 ZG b 5 5, 
3b-4 for b 2 6. 
For the sequence (u(t,p; k)} this means: 
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- If t-p-CO,-1)12rk, then t-p-krC@-l), i.e. the sequence is mono- 
tone decreasing, and hence maximal for k= 2. 
- If t-p-C(p-1)>2 then t-p-2>C(p-1). On the other hand, C(p-1)~ 
p-l. But for k=2, . . . . t-2p+l we have t-p-k=t-p-St-p-3 ,..., p-l, i.e. 
{ o(t,p; k)) is unimodal, and maximal for t-p-k = C(p- 1). 
Putting these together it follows that the sequence (o&p; k)) is maximal for 
k=max(2,t-p-C@-1)). For p=l we can compute u(t,l;k)=k+l, and for 
k=2, . . . , t we have the maximum if k = t, i.e. w(t, 2) = t + 1. By defining C(0) := - 1, 
this case is included in the general case. This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. For tr2 and lsp~+t, 
W,2P) = ; 
r~o(t;p)+~~~(t-p~l-k)-(t-p;l-k) 
where k = max(2, t -p - C(p - 1)). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.1 and the above considerations we have 
Because (‘-p+‘-k ,, ) = 1 = ( ‘ip), the assertion is proved. •i 
Originally we were interested in the maximal value among all IV@, d) for any fiied 
t. Because of the following lemma we only have to take into consideration odd 
values of d, and thus computations based on Theorem 4.5 can almost always be 
avoided. 
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Lemma 4.6. For every tz 3 and t #5, 8, there is an odd number D(t) with 
w(t, D(t)) = tn~; w(t, d). 
c 
Proof. Let t be fixed arbitrarily. By Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 we have w(t,2) = 
t + 1 I 2t - 2 = w(t, 3), hence we may restrict ourselve to 4 5 d ::: 2pc: t now. 
If tsp+C(p-l)+l, then we have k=2 in Theorem 4.5 and 
W, 2P) - w(t, 2P - 1) 
becauset-p-l=C(p-l).Otherwisewehavet~p+C(p-l)+2andk=t-p-C(p-l). 
It follows that 
W, 2P + 1) - w, 2P) 
=2jo( ‘-;-1)-jo( ‘;” j 
p-t C(p-1)+1 
zi > ( 
C(p-1)+1 - 
r=Q > 
= E (‘:‘;.;,‘;“~~t-~-l),+,~C(~ii”) 
r=O 
p-2 C(p- 1)+1 
E( r=O r 
>i >( 
>I ( 
_2 C(P-1)+1 
P-1 >( 
+ C(P-l)+l 
P > 
t-p-l 
+ 
C(p-I)+1 _2 C(P-1)+1 
P P > ( > p-l ’ 
sin-e C(p-l)+l>C(p-1). 
If tzp + C(p - 1) + 3, then this estimation can be continued: 
w(t,2p+l)- w(t,2p)> ( C(p-I)+2 >( + C(p-I)+1 P P > 
-2 
i 
C(p-1)+1 
\ 
P-l / 
=2 
( 
qp-I)+1 
> ( 
C(p-l)+l 
p - p-l - > 
For p = 2,3 one can easily check that this bound is nonnegative, and if pr 4, we have 
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Table 1. 
n B-R WO) 
1 0 
2 1 
3 2 
4 3 
5,6 4 
7-9 5 
10-14 6 
15-22 7 
23-33 8 
34-52 9 
53-84 10 
C(p-l)r2(p-I), i.e. C(p-1)+1?2p-1 and 
w(t, 2p + 1) - w(t, 2p) > ( 
C(p-I)+1 
P - >( 
C(p-l)+f ,O 
> p-l - * 
In the remaining case, t =p + C(p - 1) + 2, we get analogously 
w(t,2p+l)- w(?,2p)>2 I( C(p-l)+l > ( C(p-1)+1 P - P-l I r0 ifpl4, 
and altogether we have proved w(?, 2p + 1) 3 w(t, 2p) or w(t, 2p - 1) 2 w(t, 2p) for all 
values of t and p except for p=2, t=p+C(p-1)+2=5 and p=3, t=8. q 
We should remark that both the values t =5 and t =8 are exceptions, because 
~(54) and w(8,6) are maximal among all ~(5, il) and ~(8, d), respectively, while for 
all other t 15, w(t, d) becomes maximal only for a special odd d. For t = 3,4 we find 
two maxima. 
As mentioned in the beginning of this section we are able to compute BT,(T(n)) 
now. Table 1 shows some small values. 
5. Estimation of BT,(T(n)) 
The formulas of Section 4 enable us to estimate BT2(T(n)) in order to determine 
its asymptotic behavior. Motivated by Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.3 we start with 
the investigation of 
W(t) := max i (‘_“) fortz8. 
Ospc(r-l)/Z i=lj 
Let be 7 := +(l + 0). In the foPlowing computations we use the equations 7’= 
7+1, l/7=7-1 and 1/7’=2-7. Note that 7= l-618... . 
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Lemma 5.1. For t r 8, W(t) > cl T’/@ where 
c, = (2,)-“%-~‘24(T(T+2))“2/Tr+2 = 0. IX.. . 
Proof. We fix p := It/(r + 2)j < +(t - 1) and use 
(1) 
From p<t/(r+2) we get t-p>(r+ l)p, i.e. with (1) by monotonicity of binomial 
coefficients, 
W(t) > ( yy). (2) 
Using Stirling’s inequalities for n! one can prove the following estimation: 
G(a, b)exp(- A( 1 /b + 1 /(a - b)) < 
0 
l < G(a, b) 
for a> b> 0 and b positive integer, where 
G(a, b) = (2n)-“2(a/(b(a - b)))“2aa/(bb(a - b)“-b) 
(see [S, p.2761). For a=pb (,uu> l), 
G(pb, b) = (27r-“2(p/(p - 1))“2b-“2(pP/(p - l)@-I)‘. 
(3) 
(4) 
Using (2), the left-hand side of (3), and (4), we get 
W(t) > (27r)-1’2(r2/~)“2p-r’2(r2~r+1)/rr)Pexp(-&(l/p+ l/(~p))) 
= (2?r)-“2(r/p)“2rp’T+2)exp(- &r/p)). 
Application of -&r/p>-AT since pz [S/(r+2)J >2, p(r+2)>t-(r+2) since 
p>t/(r+2)- 1, and T/P>T(T+~)/~ since;z<t/(r+2) finally yields the assertion. Cl 
Lemma 5.2. For tz8, W(t)<c27’/fi where 
c, = 4.5(2a)-“2(3r+4)(r/(r+2))“‘rr+2 =60.624... . 
Proof. Let t be fixed arbitrarily, and let P be one fixed value of p with W(r)= 
Cy=‘=, (‘;P). Then 
p?(‘-~+‘)+(t;p) 
i=o 
and 
(5) 
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But for bz r+al +l, a-b<b-2, i.e. 
;~;(;)>(n:b)=(;)’ 
Hence from (5) we get 
P I r+(t- P)l and 
Together with (5) this yields: 
By the results of [16], (‘iP) becomes maximal for 
p=q:= p/(7+2)1 or p=q-1, 
and we shall estimate its value with (3). From q>t/(7+2) we get t-q<(r+ l)q, i.e. 
(‘,“) < ((7+6’q), 
and using (3) and (4) as in the proof of Lemma 5.1: 
t-q ( > < (27$“2(7/qy,q(*+? 4 
We apply r/q < 7(7 + 2)/t and q(t + 2) < t -k (7 + 2), since q c: t/(7 + 2) + 1: 
< (hr-1’2(7(7+2))“27’+27’/t”2. 
In the other case, 
(‘---;I> = N-4+1) t-q 
(t-2q+l)(t-2q+2) ( > q * 
Because t-q<(r+l)q and t-2q>7q-7-2, 
rq+l > -l < 7+1+1/q t-q ( ) * (7-(7+ l)/q)(r-r/q) q 
Since t r 8 we have q L 3 and 
(f-q+l) 
t-q 
q-  
< l.5(37+4)/(2r2-7) 
( ) 4 
= 1.5(37+4)/(7+2) 
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Thus we have found that for all p, 
< 1.5(2n)-“2(3r+4)(r/(r~2))“2~T+2t’/~1’2. 
Using (6) the assertion follows. IJ 
Let us estimate BT,(T(n)) now. 
Theorem 5.3. For nr34, 
a1 log, n + tar log, log2 n + a2 
c: BT,( T(n)) < al log2 I? + +a, log, log2 n + a3, 
where 
al = log,2 = 1.440..., 
a2 = 1 -Iog#c2) = -9.20..., 
a3=2-log,(fic,)=5.11.... 
Proof. As shown in Table 1, BT2( T(n))2 9 for n 2 34. Therefore by Lemma 4.6 
and Theorem 4.3 BT,(T(n)) equals the smallest value tn of t for which 
P-1 
,sP?5),22~o ‘,” =205p?:“,,,2 j. (‘-1-“) =2W(t-1) 
( ) 
becomes no smaller than n, i.e. 
2 w(t,l - 2) < n I 2 vqt, - 1). 
Because only tr9 is considered, we may apply Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2: 
2C171”-2(t,, - 2)-“2 < n I 2C27”-‘(t,, - 1)-“2. 
At the end of Section 3 we noted that 
(7) 
i.e. 
logzn 5 pogznl I tn _ -= 2rlog2nl -1 < 210gzn+ 1, 
t,-1 >log2n--1 =(l-l/log,n)log~n>0.8log~n, 
since n>32, and t,-2<21og,n. Hence from (7): 
2c,(210g2n)--“27’“-2 < n < 2c,(O. 8log2 n)- “27’P1 - ’ 
and 
log,n+tlog,log~n-log,l/Sc2+1 < t”<log,n++log,log~n-log,~ct+2. 
Because log,x = log, 2 log,x, this immediately implies the assertion. •i 
From Theorem 5.3 we know the asymptotic 
BT,( T(n)) - lots, 2 log2 n, 
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but even more, we determined the behavior of our function up to an additive 
constant: 
BT,( T(n)) = log, 2 log, n + tlog, 2 log2 log2 n. 
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